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In the proposed hypothesis, the following are proposed as characteristics associated with a new pattern of acute cardiac patient seen in an emergency setting:
• repeated episodes of hypertension;
• presenting with chest pain;
• ECG changes and positive cardiac enzymes;
• coronary angiography indicating slow flow in at least one coronary artery;
• OCT revealing the presence of subendothelial dissection.
from hypertension to Atherogenesis due to mechAnicAl stress
Repeated episodes of a sudden increase in the blood pressure can cause the abrupt dilatation of the coronary wall, which becomes wrinkled on returning to its original shape. of coronary artery disease has been described and demonstrated. [5] [6] [7] When ED occurs, the endothelium loses its protective role and becomes a pro-atherosclerotic player, releasing pro-atherogen and vasoconstrictor substances and mediators, such as endothelin ET-1, thromboxane A2, prostaglandin H2, and reactive oxygen species. 
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